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On March 25, the Colorado Family Church community had the special opportunity to welcome musicians
Sarah Eide and Sean Garrison. Sarah has created her own ministry through using her musical talents and
her love for sharing the spirituality and beauty of music. It was really a treat, and many people gave the
service glowing reviews.
The service started off like any other, but instead of a sermon given by a speaker, the sermon was the
music. Sarah started off by playing a contemporary Christian song and some songs that she had
personally composed. Interwoven between the different songs, Sarah shared bits of inspiration and a
message about God that was conveyed by the music to the hearts of all the people present. Lastly, she
performed some of our own unique holy songs such as "O, My Little Lambs" and "O, Come My Lord."

After service, many in the congregation gave their thanks to Sarah and Sean and also had the opportunity
to purchase some of their merchandise and cd's in order to support their travel and to help further her
ministry. All in all, many people shared what an incredible and uplifting experience it was. The entire
Colorado Family Church community wishes to thank Sarah and Sean for making the long drive to
Colorado and for sharing this ministry with us.
Here is what some people had to say about it.

"Having Sarah put the holy songs to a different rhythm like she said made me focus on the words
and their meaning rather than being in the rut of singing the same songs over and over again.
Also because she is an artist and Rev. Moon created amazing lyrics, the rhythm and music Sarah
created for the lyrics took the songs to another level for me."

"Jamie really loved the music service. He was fascinated by all the books that we had about
"what if Jesus didn't have to die," "what's the purpose of your life," etc. He really enjoyed himself
at church; he thought everyone was really kind. He's never been at a church or met people who
are so open and friendly"
"I just loved the atmosphere of your church so much today. It felt so welcoming and comfortable.
I went on and on about my time there to my mom and husband when I got home tonight : - ) So
thank you!!!"

